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'Informing' the campus
By Andy Evangelista
The use of University and
student registration fee monies
for partisan politics became an
issue on campus before the
Nov. 2 election.
Members of the ASUC and
UC officials had strong
opinions on two separate state
propositions; the ASUC on
Proposition 14 and UC on
Proposition 4.
Both handled their
situations differently when
attempting to 'inform' the
campus community on the
respective positions. The
University, according to it, did
it within guidelines. The ASUC
almost did.
The ASUC had planned to
co-sponsor with AFSCME and
CHE an Oct. 22 on campus
"Talk by Richard Chavez on
Farmworker Issues." But when
the event later became identified as a Proposition 14
Support Rally the ASUC had
to withdraw sponsorship and
hold back the $106 which the
ASUC had pledged to Richard
Chavez for travel expenses and
honorarium.
According to an ASUC
source, the ASUC was within
guidelines just as long as the
name ASUC was not
associated with Proposition 14.
Because of a mix-up with cosponsors, flyers were released
publicizing the event as a
Proposition 14 rally and ASUC

as a sponsor.

The Chavez talk did take
place as scheduled but without

ASUC sponsorship. About 300
heard Richard Chavez, the
brother of Cesar Chavez, speak
on farmworker problems and
the need to pass Proposition
14. which would have
guaranteed funding of the
Agricultural Labor Relations
Board and an opportunity of
farmworkers to vote for the
union of their choice.
Proposition 14 was defeated
Nov. 2.
Just before the rally the
ASUC was informed that it
could not morally or financially
support the Chavez talk
because of a UC policy applying to campus activities,
organizations, and students
which states: "...Student
governments shall not take
positions in the name of their
membership as a whole or the
student body as a whole on
issues not directly related to
the University." and a 1968
rule adopted by the UC
Regents stating that
"...student body funds may
not be expended either directly
or indirectly for partisan
political purposes."
The ASUC did not make a
challenge.
After the ASUC development some people on campus

questioned the University's
role in putting out a
newwsletter on Proposition 4. a

Dr. Eva Reich at UCSF

measure which authorized the
state legislature to require UC
to follow competitive bidding
principles in making construction, sale, and purchase
contracts.
UC officials had voiced
opposition to "4". Arguments
in the voters' handbook against
the proposition were signed by
UC President David Saxon and
Regent William Coblentz.
They argued that UC already
follows competitive bidding
principles, that the proposition
would be a threat to UC's
independence and would do
more harm than good.
Proposition 4, however,
passed.

In question was an Oct. 26
letter from the Chancellor to
the community which contained in full an Oct. 17 San

Francisco Chronicle editorial
headlined "Protecting UC".
The editorial backed UC's
arguments and urged voters to.
reject "4".
According

to the UC
General Councel's Office,
printing of the letter was not a
violation of guidelines because
the letter did not really
represent an official University
position but was an informational piece.

The University may
distribute information on the
pros or cons of a ballot
measure but may not take a
position of advocacy, said Jim
Continued on Page 4

Dr. Eva Reich spoke here on the Reichian theory and practice
towards self-regulated childbirth.
by Marc Fine
Eva Reich spoke to an enthused audience here Saturday
night about her favorite
subject: social change. At this
time, her interests have evolved
to the area of childbirth, which
can easily be seen as an extension of her previous work
exploring the life energy and
life forces of the orgone
discovered by her famous
father, Wilhelm Reich.
As a physician. Dr. Reich
has stressed the concept of self-

Election results

Environment: wins and losses
By JonStewart
Pacific News Service
Despite resounding defeats
of six anti-nuclear initiatives
on state ballots November 2,
environmentalists around the
nation insist they won the day
with the election, of Jimmy
Carter.
"We won the big
one." said Carl Pope, a
spokesman for the Sierra Club
and League of Conservation
Voters. "The White House is
so much more important than
the individual issues on the
ballots, and for the first time
we're going to have a sympathetic White House."
Pope predicts that Carter's
record and stand on eninvironmental issues
cluding his public support for
Oregon's nuclear safety
presages "some
initiative
positive action in the environmental area in the next
few years."
Pope and others expect
strong White House support
for stripmine legislation, a
strong clean .air bill, enforcement of the new Toxic
Substances Act, !higher
finding for park and recreation
services and a "tough attitude"
toward nuclear power

—
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development.

But while environmental
advocates rejoiced over Carter's election, the reaction to
other environment-related
races ranged from disappointment to shock.

The biggest surprises came out-of-state corporations.
"Our feeling," said Martin,
in the wide margains of defeat
for the nuclear safeguards "is that we've got to get a law
initiatives in Colorado (70-30). ,that says you can't contribute
Ohio (68-32). Oregon (58-42). corporate money to a citizens'
Washington (67-33). Arizona initiative campaign."
(70-30) and Montana (60-40).
Refund to consider
As recently as two to three
Martin believes that voters
weeks before the election local refused to consider any of the
polls in Colorado, Oregon and four controversial measures on
Washington had shown the the Colorado ballot. "All that
measures winning by up to got through." she says, "is that
two-to-one.
you've got to "vote no for the
Coloradans also voted status quo.'"
heavily against a ban on nonAnti-nuclear organizers in
returnable bottles, designed to Oregon and Washington
force industry to recycle. But expressed similar opinions.
similar bottle bills passed in Chris Thomas of Oregonians
Michigan and Maine and lost for Nuclear Safeguards said his
by a half percent in organization spent about
Massachusetts.
$275,000 to back the nuclear
Supporters of the nuclear
initiative, compared to nearly a
initiatives which would have
million dollars spent by ophalted further nuclear con"We just couldn't
ponents.
struction until questions of compete with that." said
safety, waste disposal and Thomas. "They killed us in the
liability were solved by industry end."
— blamed massive opposition
Dave
Howard of
spending by utilities and inWashington's Coalition for
dustry for the defeats.
Safe Energy echoed those
"We feel this election was sentiments: "What we learned
clearly bought." said Meladee
is that you can buy elections."
Martin of Coloradans for Safe
Howard claims that an
Power. She contends preelection campaign spending opposition spending blitz in
the last 10 days of the camreports indicate that opposition forces poured some paign pushed spending over $1
$550,000 into defeating the million, compared to less than
nuclear initiative, compared to $100,000 by pro-initiative
forces. He noted that the
about $90,000 spent by supof
combined spending by Ford.
porters. Roughly 60 percent
in
Carter. Gov.-elect Dixy Lee
opposition
spending
the
Colorado reportedly came from Ray and her opponent
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amounted to a little more than
half of what the initiative
opponents spent, which broke
down to almost 80 cents per
vote.

Bruce Rosenthal of the
Washington, D.C.-based
Critical Mass organization, an
anti-nuclear Ralph Nader
group, says the two most
important factors in the
defeats were the "massive
nationwide utility and industry
effort to defeat the initiatives."
and the fact that nuclear foes
are still "in the midst of a
major re-education process."
National publicity
But Rosenthal sees a silver
lining in the clouds of defeat:
"The referenda this year have
turned the nuclear issue into
one that is getting national
publicity and one that became
a presidential issue, where it
was defined in much clearer
terms than most other issues."
The Sierra Club's Pope
agreed that nuclear power "is a
hard issue for the public to
grapple with. It takes strong
leadership from the White
House." he says, "to provide

that kind of mass education."
Pope believes that Carter's
administration will provide the
impetus for anti-nuclear
initiatives to pass in 1978.
Two other environmental
groups concentrated on
electing strong environmental
Continued on Page 4

regulation both to her patients
and to other health providers,
explaining that a centered,
healthy organism will know
what is best for itself, and will
not need to over-do things, and

will not need external
restraints to keep from doing
harm to self or others.
Dr. Reich expressed outrage
that people in the medical
professions are hurting people
every day in the guise of
"knowing what's best for
someone else." She expressed
the wish that every obstetrician
have silver nitrate drops put
into his eyes "at least twice a
week so he can have a fresh
memory of how painful it is for

the newborn." She also
abhored the practice of early
separation of the infant from
the mother, suggesting that
this causes much psychological
and physical trauma to both
motherand child.
Dr.

Reich

hopes

that

consumers can get together
and start talking about their
experiences within health care
institutions. This way. they can
inform each other about good
doctors and good hospitals, as
opposed to the bad ones. This,
she believes, is one of the best
strategies for improving
medical care, and she sites
examples of the effectiveness of
this method in central Maine.
As a final note. Dr. Reich
challenged the educational
institutions in this area to
teach the orgonomic theories of
Wilhelm Reich, which have
been suppressed for years by
the F.D.A. She predicted a
comeback in his controversial
theories, and it is evident with
the propensity of body
therapies, psychosomatic
medicine, and Eastern thought
pervading wholistic medicine,
that his ideas will be more
carefully explored.
Dr. Reich plans to leave her
Maine home and travel extensively in order to study

birthing and child rearing
practices around the world.

She will then settle in Northern
California where she will
consult with a family planning
and birth clinic.
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Commentary
Response to abortion

Editorial

Letters to the Editor

UC and the
Bakke case

'A matter ofpersonal choice'
To the Editor:
In his eagerness to protect
the unborn, Jerry Van Wieren
overlooked the reality of the
pregnant woman's situation.
He raises essentially two
arguments to the right to
abortion, two arguments which
need to be unraveled and
considered separately.
The first is the personal
choice involved and the role of
morality in a personal decision.
His feelings are based
primarily on a religious faith to
which he is fully entitled, but
one which not everyone shares.
His quotations from the Bible
are only relevant to those who
grant authority to the Bible.
For those who don't, his
opinions derive no added
weight because they coincide
withcertain printed words.
If he were a woman, he
would base his decision not to
abort on his own beliefs. This
decision, however, is entirely
separate from having the
option of abortion. He and I
both have the option to attend
church, and we each make our
separate decision based on our
own beliefs. If "he were
pregnant, he could choose not
to have an abortion, and as a
doctor he can choose not to
perform abortions if he feels
them to be morally wrong.
Since I don't feel them to be
"immoral", I can choose to
have an abortion, I can choose
to perform abortions.
The concept of option is

The legal implications of the recent Bakke decision,
which ruled that special admissions programs based
solely on racial criteria are unconstitutional, are difficult
to understand. The political implications and the
University of California's complicity in the decision,
however, are easier to understand.
The Bakke decision is applicable solely to educational
admissions programs. It specifically excludes areas such
as equal opportunity employment. Nonetheless, many
imply that this is the beginning of the end for affirmative
action.

The special admissions program was won by minority
workers and students through political struggle. UC
didn't take part in the fight to establish minority admissions programs, it merely gave in to pressure.
How UC defended the Davis minority admissions
program during the Bakke case is in question. UC
presented a defense, which minority lawyers close to the
case have described as very weak, making two crucial

errors.
First, UC did not adequately contest Bakke's claim
that he was "better qualified" (grades, entrance exam
scores) than many of the minority students admitted
through the Davis special program.
Second, UC did not try to prove that there had been

previous racial discrimination in admissions policy,
which might have justified the use of race as a criteria.
Two years before the Davis program, only two Blacks
and one Chicano were accepted to the Davis medical
school.

UC is appealing the Bakke decision to the U.S.
Supreme Court. But if UC lost in one of the more liberal
the country, it is almost a sure loser in the
U.S. Supreme Court.
state courts in

Giving the appearance of liberal concern by going all
the way to the top. UC is allowing a conservative U.S.
Supreme Court to rule on a poorly presented defense of a
crucial principle: that people who have been
discriminated against for 200 years have the right to
erase that discrimination even if it requires special

If one of our goals is to train professionals to work for
people in underserved communities, then we must
develop criteria for admission that allow us to meet that
goal. Our present criteria: grades, entrance exams,
graduation from "prestigious" universities, does not.
Such standards have been proved both culturally and
economically biased and shown to have no significant
correlation with success as a physician.
We must all understand that racism in our society is
far from gone. The Bakke decision is not an isolated
incident. Our fight against it must be part of an increasingly vigorous one (education, demonstration,
legislation) against racism wherever it exists.
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his goal.

He would offer protection

only to the life of the fetus,

completely disregarding the
life and welfare of the mother
and fetus. He neglects the
reality of our economically
stressed society where mother
and fetus might well be denied
adequate medical attention,
child care. food, housing,
employment, etc. If we found
ourselves in a society where the
welfare of all existing people
was protected as a social

responsibility, it might be
appropriate to proceed to
question the welfare of future
people, as yet unborn.
The reality, however, is the
absence of any guarantee of
welfare, and I don't believe
that this government has the
right to demand that just half
of our citizens (women)
become responsible for the
welfare of other (unborn)
citizens when the welfare of so
many other people is so clearly
disregarded. Ironically, the
women of whom society might
make that demand comprise a
large portion of those whose
current welfare is often
disregarded.
Now that Mr. Van Wieren
and I have exchanged our
philosophies on the subject of
abortion, it's time to consider
the final argument, and this
argument concerns real life
where a woman faced with an
unwanted pregnancy will make
her own very personal decision
about abortion, and some
women will want an abortion
even if they are illegal in this
country. Rich women will fly to
foreign countries;' poor women
will die on cold floors next to
twisted coat hangers. You
won't find that in the Bible,
but in my mind morality
demands sparing us all from
that fate.

..

—

Deborah Gordon
Medicine II

'State shouldn'tmake decision'

temporary programs to do so.
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relevant to his second concern,
namely, the responsibility of
society regarding abortion.
Equating the needs of a heroin
addict and a pregnant woman
requires a leap of oversight and
imagination which I cannot
manage. Even the wellintentioned heroin purchaser
who doesn't think he'll (she'll)
get "hooked", and does, is
quite different from the lover
(only one of the two lovers) who
gets pregnant, maybe in spite
of the best medically approved
birth control. If I could
manage to equate these two in
my mind, I would take the
trouble to discuss the question
of medical and social
responsibility towards the
addict, but the question at
hand is abortion, and drug
addiction is really not relevant.
Mr. Van Wieren offers the
avoidance of harm and consideration of patients' welfare
as criteria for social responsibility, yet he stops far short of

Managing-Editor: Jamie Robinson

To the Editor:
inserted into the female
Recently a series of articles organs. It prevents pregnancy
on abortion have appeared in by changing the body
Synapse. They have argued chemistry so that the fertilized
various moral and ethical egg cannot attach to the wall of
positions on this issue. I think the female organ. This causes
that they have failed to cover an abortion. A woman wearing
one point.
a loop is having an abortion
Even if we were to deem every month if she is having a
abortion immoral, would that reasonable sex life with a virile
justify outlawing it? To male.
analogize, lying is clearly
During the first trimester of
immoral, and yet not a crime pregnancy it is impossible to
unless committed in certain prevent the performance of
limited areas. If we lie under abortions. Even the use of
oath we have committed the police state tactics such as
crime of perjury. The state will wiretapping and entrapment
also interfere if we lie while only slow down the process. If
making contracts.
legitimate physicians can't be
Noting this, let us turn to the found others will do the job.
issue of abortion. The antiWhen abortions were outlawed
abortionists are demanding they were still performed, with
complete prohibition of coathangers, knitting needles
abortion from "the moment of and other grisly devices.
conception." One of the better Because when it's YOUR 14forms of birth control is the -year-old daughter she will have
lUD, commonly called the an abortion.
loop. It is a strand of plastic
The anti-abortionists base

their arguments on the rather
curious proposition that a soul
is created at the instance of
conception. But their real
belief is that sex exists only for
the sake of procreation and
that if you had fun doing it
nine months ago you'll just love
the baby. You can make a little
sense of this theory when
dealing with persons, but when
the subject of the moral scorn
is a 12-year-old carrying her
step-father's child the
argument rings flat.
There are moral questions
about abortions when the
woman has been pregnant four
or more months. Why did the
woman wait so long? Will the
baby be deformed? But the
state cannot answer these
questions, only the pregnant
woman can. and she must
make the decision.
Jonathon Jordan

Issue Editor: Rick Ramos
Hlnman, Bobby' Baron, Beth Kean, Rick Ramos,'
Sharon Doble, Shae Goldstein, Donna Ferrler/o, Charles -Hyoe,-Jerry Van'
Wieren
Cam. Urn Com. Mufc Diaz. Rod Sum, Eumi
Bond P«blk«tto«.: Prter Uadbwf M»itmarts,
tatjBmaatliiu.
Mkaar, R«JM **-**». Dr. WOrmm Oold. Mty

Staff: Jim Cone, Priacllla

'Bible-beating' and guilt
abortion he says, ". . . the way
People who share their love
to

*

Synapse editorialsreflect the view ofthe majority of the staff.
Announcements should be submitted to Synapse, c/o Millberry
Union Central Desk, by noon Friday, theweek before publication.
Letters shall be published at the discretion of the editorsand must
be signed: however, the name may be withheld if so desired by
the writer. Subscriptions may be obtained through the Synapse
Office for four dollarsper academic year.
The Synapse seeks to act as a forum tor responsible dialogue
between the authors and the readers ot the campus community,
representrna the spectrum of belief and action. Articles and
columns published in the Synapse represent the viewpoint of the
' authors and not necessarily those of the editorial staff.
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To the Editor:
I am responding to Van
Wieren's article (Nov. 4) on
abortion. I start by remarking
that his self-righteous biblebeating approach turns me and
others off so strongly that, in
reacting to his accusative
attitude, we are in danger of
never even responding to what
the real issues might be. In his
response to a woman who had
sometime ago undergone an

seek fulfillment is not of "fundamental" religion are
minimize the importance of entitled to find strength and
your child. The fact that the joy in this, but in this par-

little one cannot speak up for
itself does not minimize my
concern for it." (The italics are
mine).
I submit that this is an
extraordinarily insensitive, and

self-righteous

statement,

calculated simply to produce
guilt.

ticular case the strength of the
fundamentalist would appear
to derive from his exploitation
from the guilt he might elicit
within another human. This
particular approach is most
oppressive and offensive. The
need for abortion often arises
Continued on Page 3
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Abortion letters
Continued from Page 2
from troubled circumstances.
The fundamentalist view, by
providing a strange mixture of
apparent support and caring, a
healthy dose of guilt, and the
recommendation that the
troubled individuals turn
themselves over to religion
simply creates confusion and
turns bad into worse for many
people. I am reminded of how
Billy Graham supported Nixon
through Watergate. Such
mortality is misguided and
ultimately immoral.
We live in a rough world, it's
hard for all of us. and itis
tempting to proselyte simplistic
solutions. Depending on one's
reading of it, the Bible may or
may not be a good book. It is
demonstrably silly, however, to
rely on it totally any more than
upon alcohol or heroin. To do
so is to avoid taking responsibility for one's own
relationship to the hard
surrounding reality and to cop
out by substituting a single
slanted, culturally and
ethnically biased, narrowly
interpreted loudspeaker which
drowns out all reason with a
guilt-producing drone.
To offer a more tempered
discussion is to show my faith
that we are all in different
places, from different experiences, and to say what
individual women decide about
aborting or-preserving their
pregnancies has to be decided
by them in the light of their
self-experience and not by
some hard and fast rules which
simply avoid the issue and

produce

guilt. I

share an
abhorrence for killing, and
would be very tempted as some
have done, to simply rid myself
of the problem by defining the
fetus as "dead." "not-yetalive", or "prevital", as we so
often hear in class from those
who would readily abort and
forget .That's one way out.
Another
ported

by

approach, supsome (not all)

groups' reading of the Bible,
that the fetus has a "right to
life." a right which is somehow
magnified by its helplessness,
speechlessness, and inability to
defend itself. To accept this
last view would often pit the
fetus (which "wants" or has a
"right" to live) against the
women who feels that she must
abort it. I certainly cannot
make a decision about what's
right unless I become an
absolutist and select one or the
other view.
Nature, itself, seems to have
provided something of a
solution, a natural one seen
both in people, in animals —
who grieve less for the spontaneous abortion
itself a
("miscarriage"
perforative anti-feminist term)
than for the death of a new
born infant; still more grief is
engendered for the death of a

—

Financial Aid Column

young child. Death of the
elderly is again acceptable and
expected. If there is a god, she
has by now provided humanity
with multiple ways of inteferring in what was
previously strictly biological,
and it is our lot to be forced to
deal with our new moral crises.
We stand too close to a recent
over-religiously-loaded era
which has bred us all to react
with guilt and confusion when
someone points the accusing
finger and waves a Bible; we'd
do well to fight this tendency to
guilt and blind faith, and to let
women decide for themselves,
in the context of their own
experiences, what to do with
their bodies. Some individuals
would also do well to examine
what potential subtle and not
so subtle oppressions they will
visit upon those whom they are
hopefully training to serve and
not rule. It isn't easy to really
look at those things within
oneself, to decide where you
are coming from, and to
change your behavior after
deciding what's really right,
based on something other than
a knee-jerk reflexive dependence on an authoratively
presented "right way."
J. W. Adelson

Thirdand Fourth Year Medical Students
The deadline for applying for the State Board of Medical
Examiners Loan has.been changed. They award 35 loans each
year and will accept applications for the current year until 35
have been awarded. The loans are for $2000 for a school year.
Repayment of the loan begins three years after graduation
from Medical School.
Attention
All students who received an offset against educational fee
deferment loan for fall '76 registration: Please come to the
Student Accounting Office. 1550 HSE (x-1348) to sign your
Promissory Note. Non-compliance will result in blocking your
Winter '77 registration.
California State Scholarship
Students who will not have completed more than six
semesters or nine quarters of college work by September. 1977,
who are interested in applying for the CSS, should do so
immediately. The deadline for submitting the application and
the Financial Statement is December 4. 1976. All applicants
must submit SAT scores to the commission. Any one who
needs to take the test should make arrangements to do so
immediately. The deadline for registering to take the SAT is
November 12. 1976. Applications for the CSS are available in
the Financial Office.
Wells FargoFlS IS
Anyone who has had a FISL from Wells Fargo and intends
to apply for another one this year should apply immediately.
Their deadline for accepting FISLS is 60 days after the start of
the quarter. That would be November 23. Please turn the
application into theFinancial Aid Office as soon as possible.

Blood mobile on campus
The Irwin Memorial Blood Bank Mobile will be on
campus next Tuesday. Nov. 16, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Women's Lounge-Millberry Union. Those wishing
to donate may call the UCSF Blood Bank at 666-4015 for
an appointment.

Lecture

Drug abuse and women
"Drug Her Up and Put Her Down," a presentation on
women and prescription drug abuse by Linda Fidell,
Ph.D., will be this week's Issue in Women's Health
Series presentation today (Nov. 11) in HSW 303 from
noon to lp.m.

On Monday. Nov. 15, Dr. Ramona Mercer will speak
on "The Teenager's First Year as a Mother." Dr. Mercer
has recently done some interesting work on this subject
and will be sharing her findings from 6-8 p.m. in room
300 HSW. Everyone is invited.
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Like 8-track and cassette tapes, posters and whatever head gear you are into. Like we
said... we re more than just a great record store, see for yourself.
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UCand
propositions

Environmental issues

Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
congressional candidates and
Hoist, chief associate counsel defeating objectionable infor UC. He said that UC of- cumbents.
ficials may take stands on
Environmental Action's
issues but cannot use "Dirty Dozen" campaign,
University resources or funds which targets 12 incumbent
to advocate a position.
congressmen for defeat in each
The one-page letter was election, succeeded in
addressed "to our campus knocking off three this year.
family" and was worded: They included California's
"Proposition 4 has been the Burt Talcott. who headed the
subject of considerable Dirty Dozen list. Ohio's Dan
editorial comment. I thought Clancy and Pennsylvania's
you might be particularly Albert
Johnson, all
interested, in the editorial Republicians.
published in the Chronicle
In the last four congressional
October 17."
elections. 24 of the 43 inIt was signed by Chancellor cumbents marked for defeat by
Francis Sooy. The editorial as the Dirty Dozen campaign
it appeared in the Chronicle have either retired or been
followed.
defeated. In the same period.

I(j\
■> ■
'

Talcott in California. "It's
clear that the environment
plays an important part in
voters' considerations on
election day. It is an issue no
congressman can afford to
ignore."
The Washington, D.C.based League of Conservation
Voters,
which had rated
President Ford "hopeless" on
the environment and Jimmy
Carter "outstanding." gave
endorsements and more than
$50,000 to 16 congressional
candidates this year, and
claimed victories for nine.
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That's why Bank of America has Student Representatives close by at offices near major
college campuses in California. They're always students or recent graduates themselves.
So they know all about student banking problems. And how to solve them.
They know all the ways our College Plan" can help you. too. So why not stop by and
talk things over. Our Student Reps can make your banking easier.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
At U.C. Medical, just ask to see
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lONA'S

MaryGhan
Parnassus Heights Branch
350 Parnassus Avenue- 622 -S(WH

NATURAL FOOTWEAR
17.MTaraval.St.
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NEIL THRAMS BOX OFFICE
2131 Broadway,Oakland 444-8575
Information and Mail Orders

Student banking problems are different.
Their bankers should bef too.

People wear some shoes because of the way they look
People wear Birkenstocks because of tne way they feel

»

DAVID ALLAN COE
TICKETS: $5-$6-$7

HP BATTERIES
NEW RADIATORS

ENGINES

SATURDAY SHOPPING 9-2

BIRKENSTOCKS
ARE MORE THAN
JUST SANDALS.
THEY'RE AWAY
OF LIFE.
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LIFETIME SHOCKS
CLUTCHES US/IMPORT
new carburetors
LOW PRICES-TOP IRANOS
IMPORT
SXHA,USJ SYSTEMS.
MACHINE SHOP SERVICE

3 CHARTER CENTER 986-7773 S
INTERCONTINENTAL £
TRAVEL
E
5
B
Montgomery
105
St.
3
Suite 603
San Francisco 94104

main topic.
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LONDON
low $339 E
S LONDON, from L.A. low $299 E
; FRANKFURT-L.A. .10w5399 '
Z HONG KONG
low $479 5
low $699 E
S ISRAEL
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general meeting

12 in Room 332 HSE from noon until 1 p.m. A
discussion of Asian Admissions Procedures will be the

on Nov.

Beginners through Adults
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Asian Health Caucus meeting

THE FAMILY OWNED TRADITION
IN SAN FRANCISCO

,,
«ARTERS '

$239
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The Asian Health Caucus is holding a

AUTO PARTS

THE RECOVERY ROOM
94 Judah Street
681-4010
Lunch: Tues.-Fri. -11:30-2:00
Dinner: Tues.-Sat. from 5:30
Imported Beer & Wine
Homemade Cheesecake
j

only
E and
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many more LOW fares!
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Tuesday, Nov.
16
LECTURE. "Questions About
the Quality of Life." Dr.
Joshua Golden. Noon. Cole
Hall. free.
Tuesday. Nov. 16
LECTURE. "The Right to
Die." Dr. Milton Heifetz. 7:30
p.m.. 300 HSW. free.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
LAID BACK MUSIC.
Classical piano with Buck
O'Kelly. Noon. Lounge MU.
free.

Artist/Teacher Joan Squire
Sunset Area

w~

2 New York. Christmas

—

UCLA. 11:30 a.m.. Cole Hall,

free.

Walking Distance to UC

Groves Nurses Registry
needs R.N.s and L.V.N.s for
hospital staffrelief and private
duty. Here is an opportunity to
choose your own hours and
make extra money. We pay
shift differential and we are
licensed and bonded by the
State. 1714 Stockton. 433-5950.
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Thursday. Nov. 1
PERFORMING ARTS
SERIES. Francesco Trio
performing works by Haydn,
Debussy, Brahms and
Shastakovitch. 8 p.m.. Cole
Hall. $1.50/2.00.
Friday. Nov. 12 —
CABARET NIGHT. Beer,
pretzels, jazz pianist Mark
Naftalin and the Pointless
Sisters. 8 p.m.. Steninger
Gym. MU. $1.00/1.50.
Saturday, Nov. 13
LECTURE. "How to do Sex
Therapy Whenthe Patient is
Sick." Dr. Joshua Golden of

Quality
/ 'Piano Instruction

House for rent. $525. Unfurnished, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, wall to wall carpeting,
dishwasher. 3 minute drive
from UC. Call 665-6338/564-3508.
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the defeat rate for all incumbents was only about 10
percent, a clear demonstration
of the group's influence.
According to Leon Panetta,
the Democrat who defeated

)

Sublet needed: Dec., possibly
Jan., Feb. Desire 1-2 bedroom
apt. in S.F. Call 282-1249.
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MUand CAL events
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